EVA SARC

Sexual assault examinations simplified
A secure and easy-to-use
forensic documentation system
for fast examinations.
Use the EVA SARC to:

Visualize and capture

Analyze and report

Record high-quality full
body and external cavity
images and video on an
FDA-cleared device with up
to 16x optical magnification

Generate demographic
data for fast and simple
reporting to administrators
and funders

Annotate
and document

Export patient data to
multiple formats and safely
share cases with medical
professionals and relevant
authorities

Share cases securely

Utilize digital image filters
to show redness or find
bruising on the body,
annotation tools, and
case notes for accurate
documentation
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I highly recommend this product
to all forensic nursing programs.

The equipment that we
used in the past just felt
very bulky and it was very
intrusive for the patient.
With the EVA System, it
is handheld, we are right
there… and it is easy to use.
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EVA FOR SEXUAL ASSAULT
EXAMINATIONS
The portable, reliable, and affordable EVA SARC enables the clinical team to
focus on the patient while easily capturing any forensic findings.
Use the EVA System to:

Achieve high-quality images and video
Utilize glare-reducing optics for clear images
and accurate visual assessment.

Speed up your workflow
Manage a full workflow at the point-of-care with digital image
filters, annotations, and case notes to aid forensic data-recording.

Ensure reliable chain-of-custody tracking
Track information collected from the point-of-capture,
including original and digitally enhanced images,
to ensure legally-sound chain-of-custody.

Focus on the patient, not the equipment
EVA’s easy-to-use software, small size, and unobtrusive
design ensures a swift and sensitive evidence
collection process for patients and medical staff.

Enhanced privacy and security
EVA allows you to securely store and manage patient
information, photos, videos, notes, and case files
on our HIPAA-compliant online server.

A mobile colposcope needs
a disinfectant that is
equally mobile.
Based on Tristel’s proprietary chlorine dioxide chemistry, Tristel
Duo EVE is designed specifically for the disinfection of
non-invasive medical devices such as colposcopes and
non-porous surfaces of medical equipment used in Women’s
Health. It does not require electricity or water to do its job.
Tristel Duo EVE is effective against microorganisms of concern,
including HPV, with a contact time of only 30 seconds.
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